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BESS AND HER MAN

For Opera On
September 4th
Tickets may still be purchased
Fuhrman's Music Shop on
lrth California street for the
Gershwin Opera, "Porgy and
XL- which is coming to the
cLkton High School AuditorL on September 4th. However,
tickets are selling fast it is
Lgester that tickets be purchas
ed immediately for assurance of
obtaining a seat for the show as
it will only play here one night.
FAVORITES
"Porgy and Bess" is almost an
American institution. Its melo
dies are known and loved
throughout the nation, hummed
or whistled by even the most un
musical—"Summertime," "I Got
Plenty of Nuttin' ", "Bess, You is
M, Woman Now," "It Ain't Nece i rily So," and many more are
among the favorites.
The all-colored cast has made
two nation-wide tours, with five
,Ut :iy acclaimed seasons in New
York.
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Gold Rush Days
Remembered
Early California History Emphasis
Is Proposal for New Foundation
A proposal to add to the Fairfield Foundation in History a foun
dation for the purpose of research in and publicizing of Early Cali
fornia History with particular emphasis on the California Gold Rush
or the American Period is being considered at the present lime.

Student Affairs
Committee Starts
New Activities

PSA Dance Set
For Oct. 7th
Tentative List of Bands Available

The Student Affairs Commit
tee, composed of Alta McClintock,
Eva Marie Genuit, Gerry DeLucchi, Penny Kurtzweil, Mel Evans,
Don Segner, Bob Petigo, Art Le
Clert, and Wayne Perry, has
started on its new plans for more
student participation in campus
activities.

OLDEST COLLEGE
The College of th<? Pacific is
California's oldest college. It was
born in the Gold Rush Days. It
was founded in San Jose in 1851
but since has moved to Stockton
and is now in the geographical
center of the Gold Rush area.
This shows beyond a doubt that
the college is in a special posi
tion to do something about keep
ing the Gold Rush idea alive and
promoting it in an aggressive
way. In 1949 the one-hundredth
anniversary or the Centennial of
the 49'ers will be celebrated.

LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE
CARDS
Pictured above are the stars
First, activity cards are being
As a Liberal Arts College, Paci
of the cast, Miss Etta Moten, who
distributed at all living groups. fic has always been proud of its
By
IRIS
SCRIBNER
portrays Bess, and William
All C.O.P. and J.C. off-campus
October 7th has been designated as the date for the first l>ig PSA students should contact Gerry Department of History. The num
Franklin who plays Porgy. Miss
ber of history majors over a per
Moten was Gershwin's personal dance of the semester. Plans are now under way to engage a name Delucchi through the Information iod of years has been great. To
choice for the role, and Mr. band for this dance, according to Barbara Goodwin, Social Chairman. Office or Alta McClintock at increase the activity and to de
Franklin was formerly with the TO KEEP PROMISES
T.K.K. for their activity cards. velop the idea suggested, the col
•
Chicago Opera Company.
The Pacific Student Association 5. C. A. Will Hold
On these cards the student will lege now proposes to add to the
has desired to make good its
list his interests, experience, or present Fairfield Foundation in
promises to students who pur Three Discussions
talent in athletics, war activities, History the EARLY CALIFORbusiness, speech, music, drama,
Two Former Students chased PSA cards, but has had its
(Continued on page 7)
journalism, radio, etc., and also
efforts retarded due partly to the Next Week
Receive Promotions
what he would like to participate
number of students on probation
According to Margaet Fitzger
and partly to lack of interest on
in.
English Department
At Moses Lake Field the part of the students. Howev ald, chairman of the S.C.A. dis
ON FILE
cussion
groups,
two
meetings
will
Word has been received by the er, in order to make up for the be held next week.
The lists will be kept on file by Begins Collection
Weekly from headquarters of dance that was postponed and
the
Student Affairs Committee Of New Records
Tuesday at 4:30 there wil be a
Moses Lake Army Air Field in others that were scheduled and discussion on "In Regards to Peo and will be used later for any
Washington of the promotions of were unable to be held, the PSA ple of Other Color."
committee functions to call upon
The College of Pacific English
two former Pacificites. They are is backing one big dance and is
Thursday, the discussion will be students to participate and help Department has started a collec
Lts. John O. Fugazi and Clinton going to get for this dance a "Problems of Peace Time Com in the work according to their in tion of records, which will include
band of importance.
C. Legg.
pulsory Military Training. The terests. The Rally Committee selections from the outstanding
Lt. Fugazi, son of Andrew M. LIST OF BANDS
following Thursday, the discus Chairman and the Social Chair poetry, prose, and drama of the
The bands under consideration sion will be "The Empires and the man especially need assistance. English language from its earl
Fugazi of 1319 N. Madison Street,
Stockton, has been promoted to by the Ex Committee are as fol Nature of Imperialism."
A survey made by the Student iest beginnings to modern days.
the rank of first lieutenant. He lows: Frankie Masters, Art Row
Affairs Committee shows that in The collection now includes por
is the Assistant Base Engineering ley, Curt Sykes, A1 Donahue, Hal
the past only 45 per cent of the tions read from Beowolf, Shake
Officer at the Moses Lake army Grayson, Joe Sanders, Erskine
students took part in activities, so speare's plays, and poems by, and
Mrs. Grove Returns
a'r field and has previously- serv Hawkins,
Fletcher Henderson,
the activity cards will help find read by the modern poets, T. S.
ed for 15 months overseas in the Anson Weeks, Ernie Fields, Car To Office Routine
Eliot, John Gould Fletcher, and
(Continued on page 7)
Mediterranean theatre of opera los Molina, and others. In order
Stephen Vincent Benet.
tions. He has 250 hours of corn- to get a band that everyone will
Mrs. Eloise Grove, secretary to
ADDITIONS TO BE MADE
hat to his credit.
like, the Ex Committee would like President Knoles, returned to Local Business Man
The English Department hopes
for
all
students
to
make
their
campus
last
Tuesday
from
a
busi
SEVERAL MEDALS
Entertains
Students
to
add to this collection from time
ness
and
pleasure
trip
in
Mon
preferences
known
by
getting
in
Lt. Fugazi has over 800 hours
to time and are now exerting
n the air and has been awarded touch with Ex Committee mem tana. During her stay, Mrs.
Alex Emerson, distinguished,
he air medal, the American de- bers and student representatives. Grove visited her family and white-haired singer and entertain their efforts to obtain Shakes
ense ribbon, and the European- This should be done immediately friends. She also visited the er, was the feature guest at the pearean recordings read by such
famous men as John Gielgud and
as the band will be decided upon cities of Butte, Kalispel, and
frican-Middle East theatre ribassembly held last week. He is Maurice Evans. These records
at
the
next
meeting
of
the
Ex
Glacier
Park.
°n with three stars.
a local business man who does
are on reserve in the Carnegie
Lt. Legg, son of Mrs. Elsie Committee, which is sometime
entertainment work as a hobby.
Case
in Anderson Hall and are
eSg of 1327 Dudley Avenue, next week.
to the dance, it will be necessary
He came to America from
for you to purchase a card imme Scotland in 1913 and decided to available to all students.
ompton, California, has also STUDENT SUPPORT
eh promoted to rank of first NECESSARY
diately.
make his home in Stockton. Since
In order to make this all pos
®utenant. He is assigned as a
the war, he has been putting on
REPLACE MARDI GRAS
Reverend Young Will
'6ht instructor at the Moses sible, the students will have to
It is hoped by the Ex Commit shows in surrounding camps and
~ake army air field. He has support the PSA. It is putting tee that this dance will in a small the USOs. He is well known for Speak Sunday at 7
Ufe than 630 hours in the air up $700.00 towards paying for a way replace the traditional Mardi these services as well as his per
Reverend Mahlon B. Young, of
has participated in 125 fight- band, but an additional $300.00 at Gras. This, however, can only be sonality, ability to sing, and
Berkeley,
will speak for Sunday
least
will
have
to
be
raised
by
the
combat missions. He has been
showmanship. He is popular
students by way of admission made possible through the whole with the service men stationed in at seven. As a hobby, Reverend
tlle air medal with one
hearted support of the entire stu
oakFCied
Young has made a study of the
. . leaf cluster, the European- fees. The tentative price for this dent body, civilians and trainees and around Stockton.
Negro and his religion. He will
dance
will
be
$2.50
and
PSA
card
Can
At
assembly,
he
sang
several
Mhk ^ddle Eastern theatre
alike. It has been reported at
oon with three stars for the per couple. Only those students the Ex Committee meetings many Scotch songs, told some jokes, talk some on the life of Paul Lawerance Dunbar, and give some
will be admit
j^Paigns of Sicily, Tunisia, and holding PSA cards If
you do not times that students wanted a and in general entertained the stu of Dunbar's readings.
ted
to
the
dance
an
Jt?' d the American defense
dents.
(Continued on page 6)
"bbon.
have a PSA card and want to go
STARS
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MIKE
CHAT
FORMER PACIFITES
AIR COMMAND

By BOB BREHM
According to the publication of
the Parris Island "Boot" recruits
will now undergo a sixteen week
training period. All platoons ar
riving at Parris Island on or after
August 1 will be affected by this
new schedule.
An extensive
training in combat principles will
constitute the second phase of
"boot camp."
Marine officers at Camp Pen
dleton, Calif., have announced
that there will be an increase in
the time spent on judo, bayonet
fighting, knife and club tactics.
WHO'S DOING WHAT
The first word received from
"Wally" Brown since his leaving
COP in March states that he is
now on Guam.
A1 Bonnington sends word that
he and the boys have just com
pleted qualification with the 22.
Dead-eye Boland is up with the
top-notchers shooting a 329 edg
ing Mike Connoly at 325. Bon
nington topped with 332 with
Busch and Grove at 324. As indi
cations have it the fellas are do
ing alright. The next thwart to
success will be the M-l, so count
the clicks and let's not see any
"Maggies drawers."
REBUTTLE
LT. WILLIAM STONE
We don't intend to use threefourths of this column debating
Lt. William I. Stone, former J.
with the writer of Bluejackets C. student has recently reported
on who the "king of the groaners" for duty with Pacific Division, Air
happens to be. The inconsistency Transport Commant, and has been
The Life of Roger Starr (Final
of the author does not show good assigned as aide-de-camp for Brig.
edition.) This week, the bio
tact if we are to keep our so call General Wm. Ord Ryan, com
ed "Utopia." It is quite surpris manding general of the Division. graphy of Roger Starr, embryo
extraordinary, is brought up to
ing that a man who is supposed
Lt. Stone served at this station
to have a little something be as a technical sergeant prior to date, and a prediction as to its fu
sides dandruff on his shoulders appointment to Officer Candidate ture is made.
should be concerned with a verbal School.
When Starr was 18, he went to
battle. We all know the clash
Lts.
Ralph
Wright,
Willis
Boya
northern
college, where his sing
between the Navy and Marines
arsky,
Alfred
Taioli,
instructor
in
ing
was
put
in the background,
is an age old controversy and un
less we have a repitition of such swimming at Tone College, Bain- and his studies, mainly history,
articles as was written last week bridge, Md., and Ens. R. C. Briggs, took most of his time. He be
we'll keep it at a minimum here recently returned from Atlantic
came a very good student, for ex
on the campus.
Of your last waters, and spent a week-end to
gether
in
Washington,
D.
C.
ample, when asked for wnat Louis
paragraph, RS, we'd like to take
Cpl. Ralph M. Wetmore has XIV was mainly responsible, our
the liberty of quoting you, "Some
fellas are pretty disgusted." The been promoted to the rank of ser boy replied without hesitation
free use of your plurality should geant, according to word received "Louis XV."
by his friends from the soldier's THE END
be curtailed.
station
at Camp Barkeley, Tex.
?????????
One day, however, he decided
Robert
Richard Grahlman has to join the navy, and as he ap
In reply to the bit of gossip in
Pacific Maneuvers concerning completed his advanced training proached the CPO at the recruit
this columnist which was this at the Marine Corps base at Quan- ing station, he sang to him in
time not so subtle we should like tico, Va., and was commissioned a forming the CPO, that he (Rog
to repeat that the choice of the second lieutenant. He is ready er) was "Yours," an offer that
"cutest" girl and the "pin-up" girl for assignment to combat units or was quickly accepted. He was
on the campus was strictly demo specialists schools.
sent to San Diego, "a little bit
Lt. William H. Lewis, former South of North Carolina" to re
cratic and even yours truly had
J. C. student, participated in the ceive his basic training, and a few
but one vote.
invasion from England as a mem weeks later, Roger sang "Over
SANTA CRUZ
ber of the 9th Troop Carrier Com
An enthusiastic contingency mand. He writes that one could the Sea let's go Men," and did
from the campus will be on hand have walked from the coast of just that, heading for "Blue
to witness the P.A.A. Meet tomor England to the beaches of France Hawaii" and points south. After
row in Santa Cruz. Helen Gra on the invasion barges and other several months in the south seas,
ham is plenty of reason for us to vessels assembled that evening. and then headed back to the U. S.
dig out our last couple of gallons. There seemed to be enough planes to join the V-12 program. From
Among the rooters will be Cooke, in the air to reach from England then on the rest of the story is
known to all.
Ellison, Peterson, Samis, Steph to the United States.
ens, and Muenter. Sunday will
The Air Medal has been award FUTURE
find the gang out on Mt. Hermon
ed to Sgt. Calvin D. Catterall for
But what of the future: here's
Rd. delving recklessly into the meritorious achievement on B-17
an idea. Perhaps during the next
Graham ration points.
Flying Fortress combat missions world war, when the prospect of
LOVE LOST
over Europe. He is a tail gunner air attack hangs over us again,
A sad blow was dealt to Jim and has taken part in six bomb
Roger can put his voice to use,
when romance was clipped in the ing attacks on the enemy.
not by singing songs, but by act
bud. They're not in Salt Lake
Mary Lou Anthony and Janet
City yet however so there might Elizabeth McGinnis, specialist re- ing as an air-raid siren to warn
of enemy planes coming. No
be hope.
(Continued on page 3)
doubt, Starr, as a "singing siren"

CADAVER HALL

1

Pubished every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student
our partners for a change.
Association. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post
Over Tee Kay way we hear that
Office, Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879. Accept
a dance is in the air for Saturday
ance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in Section 103,
night. Well, have a good time kids,
~ cr °, 1917, cufhcrized October 24, 1924.
hope you don't get lost on the hunt!

By MARK LEES
Last week and this week have
seen many interesting sidelights
in the Pacific Radio Workshop.
Last week, Roger Starr, who
incidentally rates the sighs and
flutters the hearts of many a
femmine radio listener around
these parts, sang Rudolf Friml
melodies from "The New Moon"
with Kathy Malmquest. Also
last week Phil Drieci, on his
"Sports Page of the Air" program
introduced Rube Wood, whose in
teresting C.O.P. pigskin career
touched on that program was re
viewed in Drieci's Sportlite col
umn. Last Thursday, "Tales at
Twilight" presented Edgar Allen
Poe's sombre tale of a man who
hated his wife's guts; yours tru
ly was the Man, and Pat Barrett
was the Guts.

Last week's column nearly pr.
cipated a race not. Due to
unfortunate
misinterpretati3'
the members of the Marine Co"
tingent here on campus were qjs
tinctly perturbed, and the result
ant crisis was uncomfortable
put it mildly.
AN ILLUSTRATION
We made a remark, to illustrat<
a point, about a personality.
cause we said that he was a Mar
ine, and since no names weri
mentioned, Bldg. B mistook it f0l
a crack at the entire company 0
MARINE GREEN INVADES
Devildogs.
BLUE INTERLUDE"
NOT OUR INTENTION
Monday afternoon at 5:15 Stan
This was farthest from our in
Reames band gave out with some tentions. The fact that he was;
up-and-coming rhythm and sever Marine meant little to us or to thr
al of the boys were spotlighted by point which we were attempting
their own merit. Such instru to establish. The false interpre
mentalists as Kenny Perkins on tation was, we realize, an under
the piano, Larry Kell on the ten standable one, and naturally we're
or sax and Cliff Cole, on drums very sorry about it. Consequen
add individual style to the band. tly, we wish to extend formal and
Gene Knight, Stan's trombone sincere apologies to the Marine
artist, outflanked boy from Bar- j corps for the indignation we have
racks B amid Navy whites made unwittingly caused — and a
an instant hit vocalizing "Is You promise to stick strictly to the
Is or Is You Ain't." Your report Navy hereafter whenever we feel
er hopes Gene will be before the bitter.
(Continued on page 7)
AN ANALYSIS
This column, rather than a gos
can then find some good use for sip column, is an attempted analy
his voice. (FINIS).
sis of V-12 life. We don't wish to
hurt anyone's feelings or estab
CONVERSATION
lish
any Great Social Innovations
Here's a little conversation ov
—we simply try to paint a pic
erheard in German class last
ture of the Navy Life a la C. 0. P.
week:
We
try for laughs and leave the
What's your name?
dirty digs and personality analy
Gates—V. Gates.
ses to whomever likes to write
Ah, Sprechen Sie Deutsch?
Barr: A woman's
physical that sort of thing. If we ring in
charms are her chief weapons in a moral now and then, it's only
because we wish to see things
the battle of love.
Guido: Well, then, she could be running smoothly here on cam
arrested for carrying concealed pus. Naturally our ideas aren't
everyone's; though we attempt
weapons.
to reflect a majority opinion,
ROOM 5
we're hampered in that our inter
Poor Aherne has a bad time in pretations may be colored by per
room 5, with our boys Ritter and sonal bias. At any rate, that's
Gardner, two boys who have the our platform, and we'll do our
satisfaction of knowing that in best to satisfy everyone. Bear
their case, the BS tacked onto with us.
their names does not stand for
bachelor of science.
Austin: The strangest thing PSA Dance
happened last week.
(Continued from page 1)
Ashbury: What was it Art?
Austin: Well, my girl and I dance such as this. The PSA is
went for a ride, and it seemed now making this possible, but the
all she could do was shake her success of the venture lays in the
head. Then after 56 miles (he hands of you, the students of P*
has a C book) she told me her cific.
Get in touch with y°UI
nose was caught in the wind student representative and name
shield wiper.
your favorite band today!

IMC you.
my newu MieallcnA
oa/wie
Del.- a can que&&!
He otkeA place SuZ
TRUTH IN UEWELERY

74

SINCE 19

JEWELERS

flight missions in the Southwest Pa
Musical
cific Area. He also received the Air Violin solo—Helene Haabeslan ^
Medal for over 500 hours of flying Vocal solos—Prof. Oliver, Rut
time as a waist gunner and flight
Candless
engineer aboard a Liberator
Flute—Wynne Honnalds '

pllfV4M4l
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Red Cross Surgical Dressing Unit
$511 Be Open Daily in Manor Hall
Coliege of the Pacific s Red Cross Surgical Dressing Unit was open
this week. The unit, which is in the basement of Manor Hall, direc
tly across the street from the Conservatory will be open daily from
• n.OO a. m. till 4:00 p. m. On Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
iehts it will be open from 7:30 p. m. till 9:00 p. m. All students
" d faculty members of the College of the Pacific and Stockton JunCollege are asked to support this work,

a

jor ^

BLOOD DONORS
4, 1944 is the first
date for the College of the Paci
fic Blood Donors bus. The bus
udll leave the college on the
morning of September 4, and will
return to Stockton that afternoon.
Students who plan to be Blood
Donors on that date will be ex
cused from classes.
The Red Cross has given the
College of the Pacific September
4 as a trial date. If we can fill
a' bus on this date, a regular
September

schedule may be worked out.
Signups have been posted in the
various living groups, please sign
up immediately.
BOND BOOTH

The A.W.S. Stamp and Bond
Booth was opened last Thursday
and will continue to be open on
Thursdays for the rest of the
semester. For the first day, $150
worth of bonds were sold, and
the booth took in $10.50 in war
stamps.

Little Things About the Stars
By GEORGE LILLEY
• NEW YORK, N. Y.—Kate Smith
continually astonishes throat spe
cialists. She does everything that
is supposed to harm her voice
_____ wjfhout affectj ing it the slight
est. She sings
! 30 to 40 songs
j at camp shows,
j drinks ice cold
water as a
quencher while
the specialists
j yell "no, No,
NO!" She bob|sleds and skis
j at Lake Placid
most of t h e
Kate Smith
winter — ruin
,. forgets rules ous, supposed
ly, to a singing voice. But Kate
goes on as smoothly as ever. Sep
tember 17 will start her 15th
year on the radio (CBS)—and
she's never missed a broadcast.
•

*

•

®

FIFTY DOLLAR DATES

Bandleader Glen Gray's real
name is Arthur Knoblock. Can
you imagine: "Arthur Knoblock
and his Casa Loma Orchestra?"
No wonder
that air pro
gram, "Blind
Date," gets such
swell blind
dates for its
contestants. The
gals are paid
$50—to go out
with a nice Gl
and dine and
drink a t the
Stork Club! It's
a windfall for
Don McNeill
models and
. . too easy
young actresses
. . First musical pair to become
outright comedians: Ozzie Nelson
and Harriet Hilliard. They'll be
a kind of young-set Fibber McGee and Molly on the radio in the
fall. A reverse to actors Buddy
Rogers and Roger Pryor, who be
came bandleaders . In contrast
to Jack Benny, the worrying
type of comedian who seldom
smiles off his program, is Don
McNeill, the "Breakfast Club"
funster He's the spontaneous
type, as amusing off his show as
on. But the naturally funny men
seem to make less money at it.

Sideliner: Bing Crosby, aside
from the Del Mar race track,
owns a lead mine, a silver mine,
an oil field, several music pub
lishing houses and has big cuts
in his own movie studio and
Decca records. A full size office
building named "Bing Crosby,
Inc., directed by his brother
E v e r e t t , h a n d l e s t h e C r o s b y a f  VERY LITTLE THINGS
fairs.
Twelve of 15 men in Woody
Herman's Orchestra, heard Wed
SONG CENSORS
nesday nights on CBS with Allan
One of the networks has barred Jones, figured out they are mak
the lyrics to the song "Body and
ing more mon
Soul." Also taboo is the tune
ey than their
"Take Me." But bands can play
hometown bank
the songs if they use no vocals.
presidents . .
For a while the words of "You
K a y K y s e r's
and the Night and the Music"
first name is
were ruled out because of the
James ... Clem
phrase "filled my heart with
McCarthy, t h e
flaming_ desire." And a section of
NBC sportscasthe lyrics of "Beyond the Blue
ter, won't go
on the air with
Horizon" has been changed so the
lovers await a "setting sun,"
out h i s prebroadcast
rather than "rising sun!"
ah - i...,
drink: Ginger
i
•
*
*
Allan Jones
]e with the
They laughed when a vitamin . ..nicecompany o U s q u e e z e d
outfit sponsored Frank Sinatra on from two slivers of lemon peels
Morton Downey, the Blue
the radio. But Frank is a tough . .
little guy. He once licked two network tenor, never saw Ireland
until he became famous as an
fellows in Tommy Dorsey's or Irish tenor. He once was billed as
chestra. He was rated the scrap- "Direct from Ireland." Downey
piest guy in the Dorsey band was born in Wallingford,- Conn.,
and raised in Brooklyn.
(well, next to Tommy).

COMMERCIAL
BARBER SHOP
•

[

SAT. — SUN.

S °ance in COOL Comfort

Former Pacificites

Paris Landmark

(Continued from page 2)
By ART CAFAGNI

cruiters for the Navy Waves, on
duty in Dallas, Tex., write home
they love their duty and Navy life.
Miss Anthony, specialist re
cruiter third class, was active in
various local activities, including
Motor Corps and Red Cross First
Aid work.
Miss McGinnis, specialist re
cruiter second class, also was out
standing in many extra-curricular
activities. She was also former
editor of the WEEKLY. At the
time of her enlistment she was
teaching in a Lockeford school.

As Allied armies swept over
northern and southern France,
and as the Red Army smashed at
the Germans along an 800 mile
front, representatives of the Unit
ed States, Great Britain, and of
the Soviet Union met in confer
ence at Dumbarton Oaks to dis
cuss and to plan the future of
Europe. Another discussion in
volving Pacific problems will be
held when the present conference
is over. Great Britain, China,
and the United States will partici
the Soviet is Germany, a strong
pate in this second meeting.
centralized Germany, not a num
TWO COURSES
The United Nations have two ber of divided states. The realis
courses to follow in their plan tic Russians realize this, and are
ning for a post-war Germany. sparing no effort to have this
The first, supported by Sumner game of power-politics come out
Welles, calls for complete dis in their favor.
membering of the Reich as we
now know it into three sovereign OUR PREFERENCE
states. Proponents of this scheme
Which of these courses will the
argue that by this action, firmer U. S. adhere to? Our relations
control can be maintained over with Europe in the post-war years
American armored patrols were re
the German people, and although will be mainly economic in na ported operating in the vicinity of
they concede that a tendency for ture, and not so much political, Paris, with its famous Eiffel
tower already in sight, as supreme
these states to unite would be thus we would be more inclined
announced that the
great, they feel that this move to string along with one of the headquarters
entire Allied northern flank had
ment can be kept down by Allied I would say that we favored the begun moving eastward along the
force. The other course calls for late a definite policy ourselves, Normandy coast toward Le Havre.
a Germany cut to the pre-1938 two groups rather than formusize, capable of acting as a mem Judging from our present actions, ment as to the treatment of the
ber of the "family of nations," British plan, although no official defeated Reich.
but subject to the necessary con comment has been made on this A REMINDER
A reminder though: even
trols to maintain the peace.
subject. This view is supported
by the announcement made at the though the U. S. and Britain
NO DEFINITE
opening of the Dumbarton con should disagree with Russia on
COMMITMENTS
While none of our allies have ference. A joint statement by the treatment of Germany, a lot
made any definite commitments, the heads of the British and U. S. depends on who gets to Berlin
it is believed that the British fav delegations told that these two first—and right now the Rus
or the second course whereas the countries were in complete agree- sians are 200 miles closer.
Russians incline toward the first.
It seems logical that Great Brit
U Are Always Welcome to Just Come in
ain would favor the second
'n Browse 'Round
scheme, because she has long
B SURE AND SEE OUR CUTE NEW CARDS
been a firm supporter of the "bal
HOUSE OF GIFTS
ance of power" policy on the con
tinent. This consists of having
2119 Pacific Avenue
the nations paired off, so that no
one nation on the continent
could be powerful enough to chal
lenge British interests. Before
PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP
1939, the British always consid
HOME COOKING
ered Germany the menace, so
they made a treaty with France
2043 Pacific Avenue
to neutralize the German threat.
Featuring
Now, however, it is Russia that
looms as the "colussus of Eur
Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner
ope," and there is no other nation
on the continent singly powerful
at
enough, except Great Britain, to
neutralize this threat.
With
College Prices
France out of the picture for
some time, the only country that
could possible be paired against
MARINES AND NAVY MEN!
FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION AT THE

Headquarters
For Navy and
Marine Men

COLLEGE FLOWER SHOP
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON PACIFIC AVENUE
Phone 2-6550

REFRESHMENTS
on the
CAMPUS

THE CUB
HOUSE

GRAND
ICE
CREAM
In spite of curtailments we will still be
able to offer suggestions for your desserts.

Don—Mc—Sid—Ernie

Operated by
ASSOCIATED WOMEN
STUDENTS

At Your Service

Employing Student Help

PHONE 7-7095

•

"WHERE YOU MEET
EVERYBODY"

1928 PACIFIC AVENUE

334 East Weber Ave.
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Campus Classic
Exclusive With Us in Stockton
8MS81
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THE ONE AND ONLY
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For that impeccably tailored look -

-

for year-round wear . . . you can't
match a *Season Skipper.

It's the

ynly hand tailored coat that sheds

;

• :•

its patented lining, sleeves and
all

sends you through the sea

sons at the right temperature.
Tailored in classic lines by the same
master craftsmen who make our
fine mens' coats. See Season Skipper
at Katten a Marengo in 100%
wool Heatherdown* tweed, fleece,
covert, Venetian and gabardine.

,,//////>/,„/>
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BUY MORE
WAR BONDS

Katten and Ma/venaar

Pubished every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student
our partners for a change.
» Association. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post
Over Tee Kay way we hear that
Office, Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879. Accept
a dance is in the air for Saturday
ance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in Section 103,
night. Well, have a good time kids,
OCobcr
1917, cu'kcrized October 24, 1924.
hope you don't get lost on the hrni.'
c
^
it

Rib

flight missions in the Southwest !Pa~
cific Area. He also received the Air
Medal for over 500 hours of flying
time as a waist gunner and flight
engineer aboard a Liberator

, ,

A

Musical
iolin solo—Helene Haabesland
ocal solos—Prof. Oliver, Ruth
Candless
lute—Wynne Honnald
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SOCIETY

"Summer Souvenirs"
Will Be Theme of
Women's Hall Dance

PACIFIC
MANEUVERS

The lights are low, soft strains
of haunting tune fill the air, and
once more we are at the "Club
Pacific." As the orchestra be
gins playing "I'll Get By" one of
the first couples on the floor is
Nancy Trenkle and A1 Towle. Ru
mors have it that they are wait
ing until February to announce
hed to the traditional five-pound box of chocolates, a tiny
their engagement. Why so long,
^ roll bearing the words "Betrothed—Jerri and Karl" revealkids?????
engagement of Miss Jerri Kerr and Karl Bartle to Tau Kappa
sorority members last Tuesday evening.
TABLE FOR FOUR
Seated at a table for four at the
^rri daughter of Mrs. Gladyce*
~
edge
of the dance floor were
ViiarVi •inrnrvr
vP^rr of' Tracy, is ar% high
junior at S. C. A. Cabinet Are
Jeanette Morrison and Taye
*0P where she is majoring in
Bramwell and two adorable lieu
neech She has held several of Guests in Lathrop
tenants watching the other coup
fices in her sorority, and is at
les
go by.
Cabinet
members
of
the
S.C.A.
"resent acting as house manager.
NAVY TAKES OVER
Live in the Associated Women were guests at the home of AlThe Navy is well represented
Students organization, Jerri has mina Wolf in Lathrop Sunday.
tonight and seem to be doing all
also participated in radio work. Those present were, Bob Arm
right with local coeds. Two boys
She is a past Worthy Advisor of strong, George Brandon, Nancy
Grant, Edith Grider, Hollis Hayfrom Shoemaker have Betty ShadTracy Assembly, Order of Rain
ward, Penny Kurtzweil, Rose
ley and Joanne Jividen well in
bow for Girls, as well as Grand
hand at a far table it seems. Com
Recorder of the state assembly. Sentana, the hostess and Miss
ing up to join them is Doris Com
Recently she enlisted in the Beverly Smith of Fresno State.
fort and a Navy boy from col
WAVES and will leave in Octo
and
Mrs.
Robert
E.
Burns.
The
lege. As the lights were dim
ber for training at Hunter Col
young man is three weeks old, med for the vocalist, we were un
Burns'
Family
Add
lege.
and Sunday he was baptized by able to tell who he was. A new
Karl D. Bartle Jr., pre-med stu A New Member
his father in Manteca.
flame, Doris?????
dent in the Naval V-12 unit on
LONE
WOLF
- pus, is the son of Mr. and
Rbnald Robert, is the name |
Playing a lone hand and breakBuy United States War Bonds
Mis. Karl D. Bartle Sr., of Oak given to the adopted son of Mr.
land. He attended San Francis
co State College before enlisting
, die service in June 1942. He
was a Pharmacist Mate 1/c, at
tached to the First Marine Divis
ion, during the 21 months that he
served overseas, where he saw
action in New Zealand, New Gui
nea, Australia, Guadalcanal, Tualagi, New Britain, anc^the Russel
Islands.
Later Tuesday evening Build
ing "E" was entertained at an en
gagement party at Lee Way.
Dancing and cards were enjoyed
and refreshments were served.
Wedding plans are indefinite
due to the pending orders of this
newly engaged Naval couple.

Jerri Kerr Announces Betrothal to
^arl Bartle at Tau Kappa Kappa

"Summer Souvenirs" will be
the theme of the Women's Hall
Dance, tomorrow in Anderson
Hall from 8:30 to 12:00.
The
dress will be sport or summer
frocks. Patrons and patronesses
are Mr. and Mrs. Greenwood and
Mr. and Mrs. J. Welton.
Music was arranged by Marion
Phillips and punch will be served.
Janet Summers, Social Chair
man of Women's Hall has ap
pointed the following commit
tees: Decoration, Dolly Hall,
chairman, Marilyn Lamb, Helen
Ward, Cathy Malmquist; Bids,
Pat Rodergerdts, chairman, Laverne Baker, Barbara Nicholes,
Audree Agee; Music, Marion
Phillips and Freda Baily; Re
freshments, Alice Craig and Taye
Bramwell; Patrons and patron
esses, Freda Melcher and Marion
Gait; Cleanup, members of the
House Council.

Trousseau Shower
Honors Bride-to-Be
Frankie Crozier
Honoring Miss Frankie Croz
ier, president of Tau Kappa Kap
pa Sorority, a trousseau shower
was given last night at 524 W.
Oak by her mother, Mrs. Rupert
Freeman Crozier. Frankie will
become the bride of James Coke
USNR in a 4 o'clock candlelight
ceremony tomorrow afternoon at
Tau Kappa.
During the evening games were
played and refreshments were
served. The rooms were dec
orated with bouquets of summer
flowers in pastel shades.
Those bidden to attend include:
Misses Margaret Stimman, Pearl
Steiner, Beverly Mulligan, Laurie
Marshal, Esther Harlow, Betty
Declusin, Lena Bacigalupi, Delora
Gallagher, Elinor Stimman, Delores Costa, Ava June Colliver,
Jackie Judge, Marjory Carey,
Jackie Geyer, Doris Cundiff, Jer
ri Kerr, Alta McClintock, Earlene
Waters; Mesdames George Cline,
Barbara Waters.
ing many a coed's heart was that
handsome marine and rugged
football player, Don Semon. Give
them a break, Don.
(Continued on page 7)

^hi liktuh\
three forty east mam

SKIRTS

Friedberger's
with an autumn air
Jewelry for the Service
Man and Co-ed
Main Street

Telephone 6-6324

ORSI'S
1910 Pacific Ave.

PASTRY & DELICATESSEN
Always Delicious
Always Ready
Orsi's Ready-Cooked Foods
Open Evenings and Sundays

Rogers Jewelry
Quality Jewelers

Skirts , . . with your favorite sweaters—
with a wardrobe of blouses ... a must on
the campus. Our new collection includes
smart plaids and soft fall shades in covert,
gabardine, flannel.

4" „
sportswear, street floor
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EX-ALL AMERICAN

Tough Competition In Opener
Shoemaker's Bluejackets Promise

By PHIL DRIECI

Coach Stagg, began to throw the book at his charges this week as
he bagan to concentrate for the Tiger opener against the "Fleet City
Bluejackets" September 8 at Baxter Stadium in Stockton. Up to thii
point Stagg has been centering practices around passing plays and
but two running plays. Monday he gave the 1944 Tigers an idea of
what their running attack will look like this fall. The Grand Old
Man also introduced a few new variations of the Flanker "Pea Ding,
er" system.
KLEMENOK
*

Unknown to many, Pacific has
one of the best line coaches in the
nation in the person of Larry Seimering. An assistant coach to
Amos Alonzo Stagg, by far the
dean of American grid mentors
today, Seimering has not as yet
received the recognition due him.
BLOOD AND GUTS

Coach Seimering played his col
lege ball at the University of San
Francisco whose opponents in
cluded such grid powers as Santa
Clara, St. Marys, and others.
Playing the center of the Don
line, Larry stopped many a line
buck and end run. It was sheer
blood and guts that enabled him
to stop superior foes again and
again. But this rugged style
characterized his gridiron antics
and eventually led him to All Am
erican honors and a berth on the
Washington Redskins pro foot
ball club.

Bob Bromerly, quarterback, who hails from Houston, Tex.

INTRA1

SANTA CRUZ

In the kicking department,
Cooke, Muenter and Mark Litchman have been trading off with
Litchman maintaining the best
average. Litchman, incidentally,
is a transfer from the University
of Washington and claims that
the exterft of his grid experience
is one year of high school ball.
He has been understudy to Kle
menok in the Rear Back position.

Both intramural volleyball and
Seimering learned the game the
had way, and consequently., intramural tennis were in their
coaches his aspirants in the same second week of play, with both
manner. A good linesman, he be coming off as scheduled.
lieves, isn't made with fancy VOLLEYBALL RESULTS
words or blackboard instruction
Only .one barracks team re
but makes himself through hard mains undefeated at the time of
work, and by taking a beating if writing. By virture of their de
need be. His rough and rugged fault victory over E, barracks D
method pays off in the end, just kept their lead, by winning six
ask the Del Monte or U.S.C. boys. games out of six played. E
McCaffray, Klapstein, Gianelli which was tide for second place
and Ceccarelli were typical Seim last week, dropped down the lad
ering products, namely All Am der a couple of notches, its
erican, All Coast or All Opponent. standing being two wins out of
Larry is at work again and if six. There is good reason to be
limps and bruises indicate anoth lieve that this baracks will no
er great Seimering line in the longer field a volleyball team for
making, Tiger opponents had bet the remainder of the season. In
ter help themselves to some extra other games, C, after losing the
pads.
first game, trounced E in the next
Since the current V-12 unit
landed on it's emerald shores, Pa
cific has fielded teams in practi
cally every sport except boxing.
It seems that plans for the manly
art never materialize. If given a
try, we feel that it would score an
immediate hit. There are plenty
of hopeful pugilists on the cam
pus eager to beat each other's
mits off, and with all the camps
and other service units in the vi
cinity, competition should be fast
and hot.
Local matches could be held in
the gym with proceeds going to
ward the referee's fee and other
expenses. So how about talking
up you rabid ringsiders.

It was evident that Triple
Threat Rear Back Fred Klemenok
will be taking care of the
Pacific running attack as well as
being in sole charge of the pass
ing department. The Marine
trainee completed a backfield
made up of Bob Pohl, Charlie
Cooke, and "Moon" Muenter.
Cooke stepped into the Flanker
Back spot after Wayne Hardin
suffered a head injury two weeks
ago and has remained there in
spite of Hardin's return to prac
tice.
KICKING

By ART CARFAGNI

THE HARD WAY

SMELL A BEEF?

Tigers Practice
Running Attack

BLUEJACKETS

Word has finally leaked out
about the Fleet City Bluejackets,
and from the looks of things,
Head Coach Lt. (jg) Jack Malevich promises the Tigers plenty
of opposition in their Stockton
meeting. Malevich was one of
the top coaches in the middle west
prior to his enlistment in the serv
ice. He is backed up in his
coaching duties by Lieut. Jim
Kaiser, Ensign Ed Smythe, Chief
Alph Stanphill, and Chief Tracy
Kellow.
One of the key figures in the
Bluejacket backfield is Bob
Brumley, who was mentioned on
several Ail-American lineups last
football season while at Rice In
stitute. As well as their tussel

by big scores, 15-5, 15-3; D beat
A-l and A-2, and the Marines out
classed barracks E. Games sche
duled for this week are on Aug.
28, A-l-D, E-B, and G-A-2, and on
the final day of regular play,
Aug. 29, A-l-B, D-A-2, and E
against C. A playoff will be
played if necessary.
In tennis competition, accurate
results are not as yet available
because of a lot of schedule shift
ing. But in the matches played,
D beat E 2-1. The match be
tween E and A-2 is yet to be de
cided, pending completion of one
of the double sets.

rmrrrm'

or: zed October 24, 1924.

Styled by world's
famous designer
Henry Dreyfuss

Helen Graham
Will Enter Swim
Contest Saturday

Pubished every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student our partners for a change.
• Association. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post
Over Tee Kay way we hear that
Office, Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879. Accept a dance is in the air for Saturday
ance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in Section 103, night. Well, have a good time kids,

TJX.

with Pacific Lt. (jg) Malevich has
scheduled games with UCLA,
USC, U of California, March
Field, U. S. Coast Guard, and St
Mary's Preflight.

TENNIS MATCHES

the Olympic swim in '35 and is
favored to edge Curtis at 28.2.
Graham clocked 28.2 Aug. 18,
which places her well in the run
ning.
The P. A. A. Meet will be the
main attraction surrounded by
the regular Water Carnival which
includes such well known aquatic
stars as "Bosco" with his fire
SWIMMING MEET
dive, Helen's younger sister Bev
LOOSE ENDS
There's a rumor going around
Helen Graham, College of Paci erley on the trapeze, and Marilyn
. . . Darrell Smith, in football that there will be another intra
suit for the first time, has be^n mural swimming meet this week, fic's favorite mermaid, has been Sullivan, the human submarine
catching Seimering's eye of late but this is neither confirmed nor pitted against the best women with her 287 ft. underwater swim.
with his rough and powerful line denied by the gym office.
swimmers on the coast in the P.
play.
A. A. meet the 26th. Graham,
. . . John Evans, son of Cal's
who swam for Coach Kjeldsen
famous diamond coach Clint Ev
In London Watermelons are $7
l^st
season, is the leading con
ans, is a marine trainee on the apiece, grapes $5 a pound and
campus.
pineapple are $16 each. And tender in the fifty yard freestyle
. . . Klemenok to Turner still you're kicking?
senior championship event. The
clicking for plenty of yardage.
record of 27 sec. has been held for
. . . Big "Pete" Petersen, form
seventeen
years by Eleanor GaratSouth America has a species of
er Kansas grid star, has been
ti. Close rivals in the swim Sat
grasshopper
that
is
four
inches
showing plenty of fire at the end
long and has a wing spread of al urday will be San Francisco's
position.
Ann Curtis and Joyce Duke. Cur
most a foot.
. . . Flicker Vilkin, ex-Navy
tis annexed four national titles to
Corp man has been patching up
her local championships at the
gridiron casualties, and he hasn't
That man is poor who has not P. A. meet in Kansas City Aug.
M*»
lost a patient yet.
i learned to forgive.
19. Duke has among her records •I -ft*
Wnt ^ , w.

-'-cr o j o j y

LT. J. J. MALEVICH

When it needs new points,
it feeds new points—lik®
a machine gun! Holds o
months'to 1 year's supplf
of leads. No messy lead
handling. See this smalt
new work-saver today!

EE
GUARANTEED
FOREVER!
Evertharp Repeating PeneH*
$1.00 to $50.00
Evertharp Pent to match
$3.95 and up

8 S. Sutter St.

•

mtm'*

flight missions in the Southwest Pa
Musical
cific Area. He also received the Air Violin solo—Helene Haabesland^
Medal for over 500 hours of flying Vocal solos—Prof. Oliver, Ruth
time as a waist gunner and flight
Candless
Flute—Wynne Honnaid*.^
hope you don't get lost on the hunt! engineer aboard a liberator
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HAYWARD COMPLETES HIS

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

NIA HISTORY FOUNDATION.

those who are interested in activi
ties.

flRST YEAR OF S.C.A. WORK HERE
first successful year of ^

The

on the
His Hayward's work
v
rnege of the Pacific campus has
A d this month. As secretary
, the Student Christian AssociaMr. Hayward has assumed
T'leadership and direction of
umerous social projects. Per"
the most interesting part of
Ids work deals with his contact

Pacific Maneuvers
(Continued from page 5)

As the band swings into "The
Day After Forever" in walked
Arny Beisser and Nola Garrison.
Right behind them came June
Christensen and Walt Meyers.
The lights dim once again, but we
with students.
In his capacity he in no way can still see the many couples
means to influence religious or coming in for an evening of
moral convictions, but to provide dancing.

for the students of the college a SILVER WINGS

where they can go for constructive work in leadership and
For those
for social gatherings.
students that have trouble in ad
justing to personel or social sit
uations, Mr. Hayward has proven
a capable guide. He believes that
every student should have a stab
le philosophy of life in order to
adjust to the new situations of
the modern revolutionary world.

The air corps does it again, and
we see Marie and Helen Arbois
With two cadets at a front table.
Nice going, girls.
SURPRISE

Dancing by dreamy-eyed and
lost in each other's arms were
Rosemary Lewis and husband-tobe, David Triplet. This was the
surprise engagement of the week.
Not to be outdone, Olga BilHOST
Hollis Hayward is a congenial lones appears with a blonde cadet.
and friendly host—in fact the Who is he, Olga????
S.C.A. seems to reflect an atmo SOUTHERN BELLE
sphere of hospitality. Mr. Hay
Basking in the attention of men
ward has had an impressive edu
of all the services was our own
cation to qualify for his present
pc ition. While an undergrad southern belle, Betty Mott. How
uate at Kansas Wesleyan, he was men do fall for those sweet south
active in debate, oratory, and mu ern accents. Who is the latest vic
sic, graduating as an English ma- tim, Betty????
j(... He was editor of the school STUDENTS OF THE WEEK
paper and sang in a college quar
Our vote for the man of the
tet (which toured the country week is split between Bob Rule
for two summers). He graduated and Bob Lesson, both women-hat
from college in '35 and in '39 at ers. How about that!!!!! Our
tained a degree in divinity from girl of the week was not hard to
Yale.
decide. Our whole vote goes to
NON-SECTARIAN
Carolyn Bennetsen. She's waiting
"The S.C.A.", explains Mr. Hay for her man to come home. How
ward, "is a non-sectarian organ is Orin, Carolyn????
ization dedicated to the use of
So ends a beautiful evening,
the students with no affiliation and as all the happy couples
with the college except in a fi leave "Club Pacific" we, too, bid
nancial and advisory capacity." you adieu until next week. . . .
This summer the S.C.A. is spon
soring a series of student discus
A paralysis which may last for
sions on controversial topics.
This semester Mr. Hayward is several months can be caused by
also teaching the required Bible crossing the legs, according to an
courses in the absence of Dr. eminent doctor.
Coliver.
GILBERT REISS

BOB'S

Old clothes should be saved for
wearing while answering the
doorbell—in case it's a collector.

I LOST TWENTY POUNOSANDTHE
MEN ARE WHISTLING AT ME AGAIN."

• Watches Repaired:
One Week Service

"He insists on 100 odaneI"

STUDIO
608 E. Main Street

US o—1201

ousajj;

Logan
Camera Shop
20 N. San Joaquin Stret
Phone 2-2148

Since 1896 serving those who
the best in portraiture,
frames, photo equipment.

want

KING'S

"MR. SKEFFINGTON"
Staring
Bette Davis
Also
"HENRY ALDRICH'S
LITTLE SECRET"

The Quality

I

230 N. California St.

•

s

Chapel will be held on Tuesday
and Thursday at the regular
time. However, the content of
the services to be held is uncer
tain.

Mike Chat
(Continued from page 2)
Blue Interlude mike in future
broadcasts.
SCHEDULE MISPRINTS

Last week's article contained a
schedule with a misprint in the
time for two Workshop pro
grams, "Pacific Highlights" and
"Tales at Twilight." Apologies
are especially in order to Earl
Horton whose "Highlights" time
took the cake with two days off.
Note the following schedule:
Day
Program
Hrs.
Monday—Pacific Highlights 3:00
Monday—Blue Interlude
5:15
Wednesday—Pacific Musicale 5:15
Thursday—Tales at Twilight 5:15
Friday—Sports Page
5:45

PACIFIC AVENUE

Phone 3-0604
2302 Pacific Ave,

AS ALWAYS
Let's Meet at

%7hot%-

»IAL 8

GROCERIES
POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS
MEATS
•

GAIA-DELUCCHI
American and Channel

Grant at Weber Avenue

Dial 2-0229

Plumbing With A Smile

Serving College of the Pacific

YOLLAND ICE & FUEL CO.

PA C IF IC

MEAT MARKET

£•••••••••••••••••••••••••

Sibley E. Bush

JEWELRY STORE
524 E. Main Street

MILLER-HAYS CO

Jeweler

TED'S

• 434 E. WEBER

Shell Products
Tire and Battery
Service

T H O M A S

Z6SJ auoqj
US mot—HOI
ojsapoK

Fox California

S E R V I N G

MATTEONI'S

Chapel Calendar

Shellubrication
'I'M GLAD I GOT INTO WAR WORK.

OISIZ auoqj

For Your Man in the Service
Logan Portrait Keeps You
Close to Him.

DANCE

The specific things proposed FORMER STUDENTS
Secondly, the Student Affairs
are as follows:
1. To hire a full-time Director Committee will help Dean Corson
of the Foundation for the pur compile addresses and letters to
former Pacific men and women
pose of guiding activities.
2. Make certain allowances for who are now in the service. Any
concerning
the
research by going into the area information
for additional historical discover whereabouts of the C.O.P. and J.
C. V-12ers would be appreciated
ies.
3. Build up a library. Obtain by the Committee as well as by
those in the service.
historical references in print.
4. Schedule a caravan tour
Arrangements have also been
from one end of the region to the made for putting new glass let
other.
ters in the East Memorial Gate.
5. Teachers. Teacher
grad Other repairs also will be made.
uates could stimulate the study The committee is planning to
of this history.
have it illuminated if possible.
6. Help promote Centennial of
Also the Committee requests
the Gold Rush.
that those students who have lost
7. Once a year hold an Institute their student body cards contact
for people interested in this idea. Alta McClintock at once to have
8. Courses in Gold Rush His their cards re-issued.
tory. Offer new courses in this
history.
9. Papers and contests. Have
contests for the best papers pre
pared on this history to be held
year after year based upon pres
ent prize contests of the Kirkbride Fund.
10. Printing. Print many con
tributions for distribution.
11. Establish
a
Circulating
Movie Library of Western His
torical Films.
12. Establishment of Historical
Societies.

Caps and Gowns

Phone 2-9240

a

9

PROPOSAL INCLUDES:

PORTRAITS — COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Cotton can be spun so fine that
a pound of it will make 250 miles
yarn.

SPECIAL 6-COURSE
Pinner Served from
5:30 on $1.50

Student Affairs

Gold Rush Days

8628

COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT

LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Tel. 6-6966
830 S. Calif.
Stockton
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Lt. Burt Loehr, Former Student Writes
About Recent Adventures In Russia

JUST A REMINDER
Oecassionnally we must be reminded directly or indirect
ly that We should not gripe so much. After all, this is a big
world, and everyone has his own troubles. If we all sat
down to gripe at once, we would be in a hectic turmoil.
CRITICISM
However, we do believe that constructive criticism is
helpful, effective, and necessary. Not only does construc
tive criticism help the person being criticized, but he shows
more respect for the person criticizing than just griping.
The fact is, they will probably even heed the criticism.
Sometimes people who try to quiet gripers merely an
tagonize them. Consequently they gripe louder and more
fluently.
PREVENTIVE
Therefore we must find some way in which to prevent
griping.
The next time we hear ourselves griping about some
one or something, we should analyze our gripe. Is all the
talking about it necessary? Are we boring or antagonizing
others? Are we actually being sincere and helpful?
If we would all take noitce and distinguish between mere
may be helpful, we shoud convert it into a constructive criti
cism.
NO NEED
If we woud all take notice and distinguish between mere
griping and constructive criticism, many hard feelings
would be spared. There would not be a need for us being
reminded directly or indirectly that we are gripers.
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A Letter From Over-Seas
From somewhere in Italy, Lt. •
Loehr writes to Vera Rodoni, this was lunch time for the Rus
graduate student, of his recent sians. All 30 of them, with a few
adventures in Russia. Lt. Loehr additional by this time, escorted
is a former C.O.P. student. His me to the messhall, a roof held up
by poles stuck in the ground. I
letter reads in part as follows:
ate
with two majors, a lieuten
"I've quite an adventure to tell
you about. As you may know ant colonel, and a captain. The
from the news, our outfit went to giggling serving girl piled up
Russia on a shuttle run. I don't food around me till I could hard
know whether the type of mis ly see my companions, and I had
sion was mentioned or not, but to seek out my German-speakirig
friend for help. He was first lieu
it was a rough one.
tenant, by the way. Leo was his
ONE MAN HIT
name.
"One of the men in my squad
ron was shot up and had to belly STRANGE FOOD
in his ship in enemy territory.
"I nearly choked getting that
His wing man landed and picked food down me, never having had
him up in one of the most daring such strange tasting stuff before,
rescues I have ever seen, and and after it was over I headed
they landed safely in Russia. I right back to my ship. Pretty
gave him close cover, right on soon Leo comes over with the
the deck while he landed, and ' weather man in tow. He had a
there were a mess of 38's giving weather map in his hand which I
high cover, so the boy really could read, so with the aid of the
could have a chance. He was a map, Leo's sketchy German (not
pretty new man, too."
to mention MY very scant grasp
of it), and the wild gesticulations
ACTED AS ESCORT
of the weather officer, the con
"To get on with this, I escorted
viction was carried into my reluc
these two guys in one P-38 over
tant mind' that I would have to
the Russian lines, and then turn
stay overnight!
ed back to look for some men
who were on single engine.
I CHATTED WITH LEO
stooged around for about an
"After thinking it over, I de
hour back of the lines and then cided it wasn't so bad. I was
headed on a course for the Rus alive, anyway. Leo and I went
sian base we were using. Shortly on to his quarters, which were
afterwards two of my tanks gave shared by ten others and began
out, and I switched to two more to discuss the war, politics, wom
that should have had an hour's en, etc., etc. Meanwhile a contin
gas. I was quite upset when I ual stream of curious soldiers,
found they had only about ten male and female, came through to
minutes of gas, so I switched look me over. They were all of
again to tanks I KNEW had fif ficers that I had seen so far.
teen minutes. That wasn't much
time. The ceiling was very low, LIMITED DISCUSSION
It wasn't long until Leo and I
and there was rain under most of
it. I flew just under the clouds, had discussed everything we
ready to pull up into them the could cover with our vocabularies,
minute something got on my tail. and it was getting just about
What a mess! Instrument weath dark. He told me that they were
er, I was lost, and could get no going to bring the guard up for
radio contact. With about five me to inspect and that I was to
minutes' gas left, I spotted a designate one to guard my ship.
field, just a big cleared space I was going to pick the biggest
with some fighters on it. Visibil man they had, give him my .45
ity was too poor to tell for cer and knife and show some jiu-jitsu
tain what they were, but I felt to boot, so he could make a good
pretty sure they were Russian. job of it. The guard was
Well, I landed my little beauty, brought up, snapped to attention,
taxied up to where a ground and had hollered their "Good
worker was holding up his hands, Day" in unison while I was still
started to spin the ship around in , looking for my big guard. These
position and my right engine | were all women.
quit—out of gas.
IVAN AND SASCHA
RUSSIAN FIELD
"Here's where the fun begins.
The field was Russian all right;
nobody spoke a word of English.
I got across the idea that I need
gas and showed them where to
put it. As soon as they had my
mains filled I climbed in and was
going to take off again, since I
had gotten out my map and
they'd showed me for sure where
I was. Nope, the Russians were
horrified; they couldn't under
stand why the devil I wanted to
take off in weather like that and
anyway at the base which was my
intended destination the "pogoda"
(weather, I found out later) was
ceiling Z E R O .
MAJOR ILLUSTRATES
"The major illustrated this by
putting his hand right smack on
the ground. It looked like I was
stuck for a while, so with a
crowd of about 30,1 sat under the
wing of my ship, waiting for the
weather to clear up. Finally
some pilot came up who could
speak a little German, so we com
menced a conversation. I discov
ered that it would be two hours
before I could take off and that
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By WAYNE PERRY

It was stated a few weeks ago
in this column that Bob Nawman
one of the figures on the Pacific'
campus during past semesters
was spending his summer resting
at his home in Oakland. However, it seems that Bob was not do
ing that, because last week he
popped into the frat house wear
ing the uniform of the Merchant
Marine and with him was Bill
Burton, also a former Pacificite
and also wearing the USMC uni
form.
ATTENDING SCHOOL
Both fellows have been attend
ing the Merchant Marine school,
and they are going to ship out to
gether—in fact, when you read
this, they have probably pulled
away from land.
Last week-end, on Lodi Lake,
three fellows were seen vigorous
ly rowing a trim little craft
around the glistening blue water
of the above-mentioned lake.
These three energetic men were
none other than Pacific's own
Bill Smulyan, Justin Marshall
and Fred Brott. A1 Kolb told me
that he couldn't understand why
they had a big dish-pan in the
boat, so I inquired into the mat
ter and it seems that the dish-pan
was being used to dip the water
out of that "trim little craft."
What was it, fellows, a discarded
PT boat?
WEEK-END JOURNEY
Don Ambler and yours truly
journeyed last week-end to Waterford. Does anyone know where
Waterford is? Well, it's the oth
er side of Modesto. I might say,
though, that the country is nice
down there, and the people are
nicer.
SUMMER PLEDGING
Sometime next week Lambda
Nu Phi is going to start its sum
mer pledging, and from the way
things look now, it looks as
though there will be a nice, big,
healthy pledge class. And pledges,
you DO have a lot in store o
"After that was over, Leo, my you!
self, and two more friends I had
acquired, Ivan and Sascha, stroll girls I have danced with, she di
ed around looking at all the not attempt to brighten up my
planes. They were much im evening with a constant flow 0
pressed with my Lightning. They conversation. This last may h®v
knew the plane, but had never been due to the fact that nel e
seen one before.
of us would have understood a
word the other said, but I'll gi
ENTERTAINMENT
"They soon tired of that and her the benefit of the doubt.
,
wanted to take me in town to a HIT THE SACK
"After that I hit the sack
movie and a place where we could
get some Vodka. Ivan couldn't straw) in the major's room_v\
dig
up
any
transportation, he slept someplace else.
though, so Sascha got out his and early the next morning
concertina and a dance started up. up, took aboard enough cho
I stood there admiring the agility last me a month because I ^
n
with which the danding partners didn't know how to say ° ^
us
Russian,
and
took
offJ
j
kept out from under each other's
feet. I was jll at ease, fearing show what my ship would •
that my pals would haveame out took off at an angle of clim ir
there bobbing up and down in a steep I could almost hear
frenzy, too. Sure enough, a girl, chorusing group above the
Sascha was her name too, came of my engines, turned and
up and indicated that she would on the field, and pulled on
like to dance with me. Whew! deck at 450 mph.
I knew better than to refuse. I ALL'S WELL
. I
"Well," the rest is just stu •
hollored out to Leo to have the
^
music slowed down to a fast waltz got to my field ok. stayed m
or something so I'd stand a sia awhile and came back- ^
chance at least. Sascha was an a wonderful time shooting UP
excellent dancer, and unlike many comotives on the way home-

Musical
flight missions in the Southwest Pa
cific Area. He also received the Air Violin solo—Helene Haabeslan ^
Medal for over 500 hours of flying Vocal solos—Prof. Oliver, Ru'
time as a waist gunner and flight
Candless
engineer aboard a Liberator.
Flute—Wynne Honnaldy '
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